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The Issue 

Can environmentalists and animal advocates agree on what 
has intrinsic value? 

 
Can they share a philosophical approach to the environment? 

 
Can they agree on how to resolve ethical dilemmas? 











Rights: Some Basics 

Correlativity thesis:  

R  O, but 
O  R 

Positive rights: obligation to provide 
Negative rights: obligation not to interfere 
Distinction breaks down in many cases… 



Environmental principles and animal liberation: 
Compatible? 

Ecocentrism? Species-centered? Biocentric 
individualism? 

or or 



Compatibility Problems 
Ecocentrism: 
 

 
Species-centered: 

 
 

Biocentric individualism: 
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Compatibility Problems 

How should we resolve ethical dilemmas? 
 Animal rights/welfare: prioritize preventing and relieving harm 

to individual animals (that can be harmed) 
Basic rights entail negative and positive obligations 

 Environmentalist:  
Ecocentrism: prioritize protecting ecosystems 
Species-centered: prioritize protecting biodiversity and species 
Biocentric individualism: prioritize all natural (?) individuals 

Irresolvable differences re: what has intrinsic value 



Katz’s Proposal for an Environmental Ethic 

Primary principle/goal: 
 Protect ecosystems 

Secondary principle/goal: 
 Protect individual members of biotic community 
 In effect only when ecosystem adequately  

protected 
 

Should this satisfy animal advocates? 
Are endangered species adequately            

protected on this account? 



Varner’s Reconciliation 
 Convergence among anthropocentrists, environmentalists, and animal 

advocates possible at the level of policy? 
 
Animal welfare/liberation (Singer) 
 Hedonist or preference calculus (depends on whether animal is self-conscious 

and capable of long-ranging projects) 
 Empirical question: Will letting nature take its course cause more suffering? 

Animal rights (Regan) 
 Worse-off principle + miniride principle 
 Empirical question: Will letting nature take its course                                

result in more rights being violated? 



Test Case: Hunting 
Types of hunting 
 Therapeutic 
 Subsistence 
 Sport 

Types of species management 
 Obligatory 
 Permissive 

Hunting levels 
 Max number supportable  
 Max sustainable yield 
 Trophy  

Further morally relevant distinctions? 

Fewer die and suffer 



Potential Sources of Agreement 

Biologically necessary, therapeutic, obligatory management hunting 
 Necessary to protect ecosystem and species from overpopulation 
 Necessary to protect animals from death and suffering due to overpopulation 
 

Maybe permissive management hunting 
 If animal is not self-conscious and will have a better death as a result of 

hunting  
 

Should explore more efficient and effective (and humane) options 



Lingering Problems… 

Do these views lead to ecofascism? 
 
Will Varner’s reconciliation work in all cases? 
 
How problematic is the philosophical 

disagreement about intrinsic value? 
 
Does Katz or Varner offer the better solution? 



Questions? Comments? 


